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The world’s newest quasi-axisymmetric stellarator CFQS is constructed as a joint project of the National
Institute for Fusion Science, Japan and Southwest Jiaotong University, the People’s Republic of China. The
project is named "NSJP for CFQS". The CFQS has a major radius of 1 m, toroidal periods of 2, and aspect ratio
of 4. The toroidal magnetic field strength will be increased up to 1 T. The CFQS equilibrium is characterized by
low-aspect ratio and quasi-axisymmetry, having both natures of two-dimensional tokamak and three-dimensional
stellarator. The CFQS oﬀers new opportunities and fields to increase understanding of toroidal fusion plasmas.
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1. Introduction
In recent years, helical plasma research has progressed
greatly. The deuterium operation of the Large Helical
Device (LHD) begun in March, 2017 [1–4] to explore a
higher-performance helical plasma and the first plasma in
Wendelstein 7-X was initiated in December, 2015 [5, 6].
Because a helical plasma based on three-dimensionality
is very flexible in a magnetic configuration, continuous
eﬀorts to explore advanced configurations must be made
steadily.
A quasi-axisymmetric stellarator is characterized by a
tokamak-like axisymmetric magnetic field in the magnetic
coordinates as the name suggests [7], and is attractive in
terms of having no requirement for inductive plasma current, reduced neoclassical transport, low-toroidal viscosity, magnetic well in an entire region of plasma, and compactness through low-aspect-ratio characteristics. In addition, the quasi-axisymmetric stellarator oﬀers the drift
reversal capability of trapped particles due to weak nonaxisymmetric magnetic field components that can potentially suppress micro-instabilities driven by anomalous
transport [8]. Physics and engineering designs of the
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Compact Helical System (CHS)-qa as a post-CHS [9–13]
and the National Compact Stellarator Experiment (NCSX)
[14–17] based on a quasi-axisymmetry concept were intensively carried out around 2000 in the National Institute
for Fusion Science (NIFS), Japan and the Princeton Plasma
Physics Laboratory, United States, respectively. Also, the
Evolutive Stellarator of Lorraine (ESTELL) was proposed
later in France [18, 19]. However, the experimental device was not realized. In order to explore the potential of
expansion of helical plasma confinement, NIFS and Southwest Jiaotong University (SWJTU) in the People’s Republic of China have agreed upon construction of the Chinese
First Quasi-axisymmetric Stellarator (CFQS) with laboratory size but advanced configuration as a joint project.

2. NIFS-SWJTU Joint Project for
CFQS
NIFS is contributing to the world stellarator program
with remarkable experimental results from the LHD [1–4]
covering various physical and engineering topics in fusion
science and development. In addition to such contributions, NIFS started a new stellarator program in 2017 for a
small size experiment with the purpose of exploring a high
degree of freedom of three-dimensional magnetic configuration design, which is a great advantage for stellarators
compared to tokamaks. NIFS and SWJTU have entered
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tively, and heavy ion beam probe (HIBP).

3. Design of CFQS

Fig. 1 Signing ceremony for the joint project of the CFQS between NIFS, Japan and SWJTU, China on July 3, 2017.

into an agreement for international academic cooperation
to promote cooperative research in helical fusion plasma
research. The signing ceremony was held on July 3, 2017,
at SWJTU, as shown in Fig. 1. NIFS and SWJTU, together
with implementing a joint project to design and construct
a new helical device based upon a quasi-axisymmetry concept, will develop active academic interaction among researchers and students at both institutes.
NIFS and SWJTU, while receiving powerful support from the People’s Republic of China’s fusion research community, will implement design and construction, plasma heating and diagnostics technical development, and plasma experiments, and will introduce the helical device to be called CFQS. These two institutes also
will initiate collaborative projects and rigorously cooperate in those projects. NIFS and SWJTU have organized
the steering committee for the CFQS that will manage this
joint project. This committee consists of members of NIFS
and SWJTU and the steering committee meeting (SCM)
is held regularly. The steering committee organizes subsidiary task forces, and these task forces will discuss specific topics, such as physics, engineering, heating, diagnostics, and other matters.
Responsibilities of NIFS and SWJTU are as follows.
SWJTU prepares the experiment building, basic components of the CFQS, such as magnetic field coils, vacuum
chamber, power supply, pure water cooling system, and
other components necessary for the CFQS operation at
SWJTU. NIFS provides the basic design of the CFQS, such
as magnetic field configuration, modular coil geometry,
and other design matters, based on experience in physics
and engineering design of the CHS-qa [9–13]. NIFS also
provides experts to support the equipment design and machine construction, and utilizes as many unused CHS apparatuses as possible for the CFQS. These include vacuum
pumping system, plasma heating system, advanced diagnostics, such as 54.5 GHz gyrotron of which maximum
power is ∼450 kW with pulse duration of 100 ms, a neutral
beam injector (NBI) of which acceleration voltage (E NB )
and injection power (PNB ) are 30 kV and 1 MW, respec-

Physics design of the CFQS was intensively performed as a collaborative work between NIFS and SWJTU
in 2017. Fundamental properties of the CFQS, such as
Fourier spectrum of magnetic field strength, mod-B contour, and profiles of rotational transform and magnetic well
depth are available in Refs. 20 - 22. A study of feasible
divertor based on magnetic island concept is also ongoing [23]. Primary device parameters of the CFQS were
decided on May 30, 2018, through discussion in the SCM
of the NIFS-SWJTU joint project as follows: major radius
(R) of 1 m, number of toroidal periods (N) of 2, aspect ratio
(A p ) of 4, maximum toroidal magnetic field strength (Bt )
of 1 T, and 16 modular coils made of water-cooled hollow
copper conductors. Although the CHS-qa was designed
with A p of 3.2, we chose A p of 4 for the CFQS to avoid
diﬃcult technical challenges in the machine design and
construction. Engineering design, for example, evaluation
of electromagnetic force for each coil, design of support
structure, vacuum vessel, power supply system, and other
issues, are now being performed at NIFS, Hefei Keye Electro Physical Equipment Manufacturing Co., Ltd. (Keye),
and SWJTU. Fabrication of a mock-up of the modular coil
will be initiated at Keye in early 2019. Three-dimensional
computer-aided drawing (3D CAD) of 16 modular coils
and the last closed magnetic flux surface of CFQS are
shown in Fig. 2.
The CFQS engineering design, i.e., modular coils,
vacuum vessel (VV), diagnostics port arrangement on the
VV, and support structure against electromagnetic force are
intensively being performed jointly with the help of the
3D CAD code CATIA, computer aided engineering code
ANSYS based on finite element method, and a small 3D
printer to check feasibility of machine construction [24].
In addition, arrangement of experiment building and design for the power supply and water cooling systems are
ongoing. The complete view of CFQS equipped with a
NBI of CHS is shown in Fig. 3.
In the CFQS, substantial amount of spontaneous bootstrap current is expected in high-β regime, as discussed
for the CHS-qa [25, 26], because of quasi-axisymmetry
of the system. Eﬀect of neoclassical bootstrap current
(BSC) on MHD equilibrium of CFQS is investigated by
using the BOOTSJ code, which calculates bootstrap currents in non-axisymmetric magnetic configurations using
the drift kinetic equation [27]. Figures 4a) and 4b) show radial profiles of neoclassical BSC density (dI/ds) in volumeaveraged β of 0.59 % as an example and rotational transforms for various β, respectively. Here, s, I, and β represent normalized toroidal flux, value of BSC, and value
of volume-averaged beta, respectively. In this analysis,
the MHD equilibrium is obtained with the VMEC code
[28] in the free-boundary condition, and parabolic electron density and temperature profiles are assumed. As can
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Fig. 2 Three-dimensional computer-aided drawing of 16 modular coils and the last closed magnetic flux surface of
CFQS. The CFQS has a major radius of 1 m, aspect ratio of 4, and toroidal periods of 2. The toroidal magnetic
field strength will be increased up to 1 T.

Fig. 3 Complete view of the CFQS equipped with a neutral
beam injector of CHS. The major radius of CFQS plasma
is 1 m.

be seen, the rotational transform is significantly aﬀected
due to neoclassical BSC as β increases. Because quasiaxisymmetry is realized in the CFQS, improvement of neoclassical transport is our great concern. In this work, we
use the NEO code based on the field line integration technique to evaluate eﬀective helical ripple modulation amplitude (εe f f ), which represents the eﬀect of the magnetic
field geometry upon 1/ν transport [29]. As can be seen in

Fig. 4 Radial profiles of a) density of neoclassical bootstrap current in volume-averaged β of 0.59% as an example, and
b) rotational transform for various volume-averaged β.
The pressure profile is assumed to be P = P0 (1 − (r/a)2 )2
in this analysis.

Fig. 5, εe f f in the CFQS equilibrium is significantly diminished, in particular, in the peripheral domain, compared
with that of the CHS. Note that the CHS is a conventional
helical device characterized by low A p of 4.5∼5.0, having the major radius of 1 m, the multipolarity of 2, and the
toroidal periods of 8 [30]. Eﬀect of finite β with neoclassical BSC on εe f f is also investigated for the CFQS. The
favorable quasi-axisymmetry characteristics can be sustained even if β increases in the CFQS configuration. In
addition to fundamental physics properties of the CFQS
mentioned above, recently, eﬀorts to reveal micro instability, turbulent transport, and zonal flow generation characteristics for the CFQS equilibrium have been initiated by
using the Gyrokinetic Vlasov code GKV [31].

4. Plasma Heating and Diagnostics
4.1 ECRH/ECCD
Electron cyclotron resonance heating (ECRH) has
been used in helical device experiments to initiate a plasma
and explore confinement property of high electron temperature (T e ) plasmas in low-collisional or collisionless
regimes. The CHS was equipped with two diﬀerent gyrotrons for ECRH of which frequencies are 54.5 GHz and
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Fig. 5 Eﬀective helical ripple as a function of normalized minor radius (r/a) for CHS and CFQS MHD equilibria. In
the finite β cases, neoclassical bootstrap current is considered.

106.4 GHz [32]. Because the maximum Bt of the CFQS
is chosen to be 1 T, the 54.5 GHz gyrotron will be used
for the CFQS. Note that magnetic field strength for second
harmonic resonance (Bres ) is 0.974 T. The maximum injection power PECRH and pulse length of the 54.5 GHz waves
are ∼450 kW and 100 ms, respectively.
Because the CFQS rotational transform is characterized by weak magnetic shear and is sensitive to β value
as shown in Fig. 4, a control of rotational transform will
be extremely important. Electron cyclotron current drive
(ECCD) can be one of the options for adjusting the rotational transform and will play an important role in CFQS
experiment. The ECRH deposition in a CFQS plasma is
evaluated by the ray tracing code TRAVIS [33]. Ray of
electron cyclotron (EC) wave of 54.5 GHz and second harmonic resonance layer for the EC wave are shown in Fig. 6.
The EC wave is obliquely injected in toroidal direction and
Bt is adjusted to achieve central heating. In the CFQS, the
EC wave will be launched from the midplane of the outboard side of the torus at the bean-shaped poloidal cross
section. Radial profiles of electron density (ne ) and T e assumed in this analysis are shown in Figs. 7 (a) and 7 (b),
respectively. Radial profiles of deposited power density
and EC-driven current density predicted by the TRAVIS
code are shown in Figs. 7 (c) and 7 (d), respectively. Note
that PECRH is set to be 1 MW in this calculation. Since a net
current due to ECCD is proportional to the absorbed power
of EC wave, a realistic ECCD current can be deduced from
this analysis. The TRAVIS code suggests that total absorption power eﬃciency over 98 % can be achieved in the core
region and ECCD total current eﬃciency is fairly high,
229 kA/MW. Referring to the results on relation between
magnitude of net plasma current and modification of rota-

Fig. 6 Mod-B contours of CFQS at Bt of 0.92 T and electron
cyclotron resonance wave of 54.5 GHz launched from the
outboard side at the bean-shaped poloidal cross section.
Each color line corresponds to diﬀerent magnetic field
strength.

Fig. 7 Input plasma parameters and results calculated by the
TRAVIS code. Radial profiles of a) electron density,
b) electron temperature, c) deposited power density,
and d) current density driven by ECCD. The injection
power of electron cyclotron resonance wave of 54.5 GHz
is assumed to be 1 MW. In Fig. 7 (c), red circles and
blue squares represent dP/dV for passing electrons and
trapped electrons, respectively. Here, V stands for volume.

tional transform for the CHS-qa [25,26], ECCD will be effective in the active adjustment of the rotational transform
of the CFQS.

4.2 NBI
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Fig. 8 Collisionless co-going transit beam ion orbit at two different toroidal angles in the CFQS equilibrium at Bt of
1 T. The orbit is calculated in the guiding center approximation. An energetic proton of which energy and pitch
angle are 30 keV and 22 degrees, respectively, is launched
at the equatorial plane of the outboard side of torus.

temperature plasma and/or access high-β regime. The CHS
was equipped with two intense NBIs. NBIs in CHS played
an important role in the achievement of high-β [34,35] and
high stored energy [36], and in physics studies of the edge
transport barrier [37,38]. The beam line (BL) #2 of CHS is
relatively new and will be exported to SWJTU. The BL#2
can deliver PNB of 1 MW with Eb of 30 kV.
In order to verify confinement of neutral beam (NB)injected energetic ions in the CFQS equilibrium, collisionless guiding center orbit calculation was performed by using the DELTA5D code [39]. Figure 8 shows collisionless
co-going transit beam ion orbits at two diﬀerent toroidal
angles in the CFQS equilibrium at Bt of 1 T. An energetic
proton of which energy and pitch angle are 30 keV and 22
degrees, respectively, is launched at the outboard side of
torus in this analysis. Note that beam ion velocity is nearly
parallel to the magnetic field in this case because NB will
be tangentially injected in the CFQS. As can be seen in
Fig. 8, tangentially injected energetic beam ion provided
by CHS BL#2 can be confined well in the CFQS. More detailed analysis of confinement properties of beam ions and
heating eﬃciency of NBI for the CFQS is ongoing [40].

4.3

Diagnostics

The CFQS plasma experiment will begin with fundamental diagnostics. The 2 mm microwave interferometer
used in CHS will be employed to measure ne in the early
phase of experiment. Because this interferometer will not
work in high-density plasmas due to significant refraction
of the microwave, a multi-channel interferometer based on
a semiconductor characterized by high power and stability
will be developed.
Magnetics, i.e., 1) Minov coil set for measurement
of magnetic fluctuation and identification of mode numbers of MHD instabilities, 2) Rogowski coil to measure a
net plasma current, such as a current induced by ECCD,

NBCD, and/or spontaneous bootstrap current, and 3) diamagnetic loop to evaluate plasma stored energy will be installed from the initial phase of experiment. In addition,
the CFQS will have spectroscopic diagnostics such as Hα
and vacuum ultraviolet diagnostics, and diagnostics to reveal edge plasma phenomenon such as Langmuir probe.
The CFQS is given status of proof-of-principle experiments because the CFQS is the first quasi-axisymmetric
stellarator in the world. In the CFQS, confinement improvement due to low-toroidal viscosity leading to high
toroidal rotation with rotation shear, suppression of turbulent transport by shear flow, and/or zonal flow generation characteristics will be primary physics targets. Therefore, the HIBP will play an important role in revealing
physics above mentioned. In this project, the HIBP used
in CHS [41–43] will be employed.

5. Summary
NIFS and SWJTU have entered into an agreement for
international academic cooperation to promote cooperative
research in helical fusion plasma research. Physics design of CFQS is almost completed. Engineering design
is being performed jointly. The major parameters of the
CFQS were decided to be R of 1 m, A p of 4, N of 2, and
maximum Bt of 1 T. The planned time line of the NIFSSWJTU joint project for the CFQS is classified into four
phases. In Phase I, physics design, such as magnetic configuration, neoclassical transport property, MHD stability,
and engineering design for modular coils, vacuum vessel,
supporting structure, power supply for modular coils, etc.
are performed. The project is now in Phase I. In Phase II
(early 2019∼), fabrication of CFQS and transfer of heating
and advanced diagnostic systems from NIFS to SWJTU,
such as gyrotron and HIBP, will be performed. In Phase
III (early 2021∼), after verification of the accuracy of the
CFQS and commissioning are completed, the first plasma
of the CFQS will be achieved. In Phase IV, physics experiments will begin.
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